FIA Regional Training Provider (RTP)

INTERNATIONAL INHOUSE EDUCATION AND TRAININGS

OFFICIALS’ EDUCATION
The FIA undertakes major efforts to safeguard
the sustainability of motorsport. The DMSB Academy hereby plays a central role: As education
and training centre of the Deutscher Motor Sport
Bund (DMSB), it ensures a top-class level of officials, both nationally and internationally. “As official FIA Regional Training Provider, briefly RTP, we
are looking forward to assist other organisations in
conjointly improving the standards in motorsport”,
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DMSB President Hans-Joachim Stuck says.

The DMSB Academy’s range of offers thereby is
as diverse as motorsport itself: Officials may for example complete the education and training required
to obtain or renew their licences. Or those who are
involved in the organisation of motorsport events or
in other racing activities may increase their range
of skills. The traditional teacher-centred learning,
which many will remember from their own schooldays, is nowadays rarely used in the DMSB courses. It is much more the mutual exchange of experi-

ences in form of discussions which has become an
integral part of the teaching content for officials both
in automobile and motorcycle sports.
An internationally recognized e-learning platform
for the training of the participants is moreover used.
As Regional Training Provider approved by the
World Motorsport Federation FIA, the DMSB Academy is entitled to organise international training
courses and is ready to offer tailor-made education
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and training packages to other federations.

THE DMSB IS OFFICIAL
FIA REGIONAL TRAINING
PROVIDER.

BLENDED LEARNING FOR A SUCCESSFUL SEMINAR
As a principle, the DMSB Academy provides its
sophisticated education in the form of “blended
learning courses”. In these seminars of e-learning
combined with in-class lectures, an internationally
award-winning platform is used. This platform has
already been successfully proven in courses and
trainings for officials and coaches, but also for race
driver training courses. The innovative creation of
networks between the instructors and the other par-
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ticipants in the courses supports the exchange of
knowledge and in particular helps to share specific
expertise. The effect of the training is significantly
more intense and sustainable.
The „DMSB Campus“ on this platform is the online
area to support education and training. With the
“DMSB Community”, there is furthermore a closed social network for various target groups of the
DMSB. This provides the opportunity to create a
link to other colleagues and to exchange information with them.
Effective E-Learning
An e-learning platform enables to make contact with
the participants already weeks before the seminar

itself. It is for example possible to provide a questionnaire, followed by a multiple-choice-test
for a performance control before the beginning of the seminar in order to ensure that everybody reaches the same level of knowledge until the beginning of the course. Or film clips – for
example of racing situations – can be provided on the DMSB Campus to be studied, analysed
and specific sequences to be commented by the course participants already at home. This
creates the important freedom in the subsequent in-class lectures to immediately start with the
discussions on the results of the “social video learning”. Webinars can moreover be arranged
on the online campus. As a follow-up of an in-class lecture, an intense support of the participants is furthermore possible through the DMSB Campus and the DMSB Community, teaching
materials can be posted and learning processes be enhanced.
Social motorsport network
The DMSB Community provides the digital infrastructure to exchange opinions, experience
and information in a closed group: The welcome page in the function of a pin board, the video
area with integration of educational clips, the contribution area to discuss organisational and
subject-related issues and the member area in which all members of the community are visible. All officials involved in safety are for example easily able to receive, online and in their
own community, the latest information regarding rules and procedures for their mission and to
exchange experiences.
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INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING
A sound and thorough education as well as a regular training of all licenced officials is very important in motorsport. The training opportunities offered by the DMSB Academy for various tasks and duties are also available
internationally.
Officials:
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•

Clerk of the Course Circuit

•

Clerk of the Course Rallies

•

Safety Officer

•

Timekeeper

•

Stewards

•

Referees

•

Scrutineers

•

Medical Officers / Chief Race Doctors

Other officials:
•

Secretary of the Race

•

Secretary of the Rally

•

Event Manager

•

Competence Training for senior officials

•

Media Officers at motorsport events

In the medical fields, the DMSB Academy furthermore organises courses for “Medical Car”, “RTTLS” (= Race
Track Trauma Life Support) and “Extrication”.
The DMSB Academy offers tailor-made services both for automobile and motorcycle sport, in which the whole
spectrum of web-based didactic resources can of course also be integrated. In addition to the regular trainings
in Germany, which are also open for participants from other Federations, in-house trainings can be arranged
worldwide.

DMSB ACADEMY – THE „MOTORSPORT UNIVERSITY”
The complete educational competence and all the know-how-services of the DMSB are combined under the roof
of the DMSB Academy. The extensive range of courses also include the training of personnel of the DMSB-Staffel (mobile track marshalling crew) and of instructors as well as of the drivers in the various safety and service
vehicles. It thus actually represents a “University for Motorsport People” with seminars on a uniformly high level.
One of the tasks of the DMSB Academy is the standardisation, ensuring and further development of high quality
standards in the education and the training.
The DMSB Academy takes furthermore all efforts in relation to providing the trainers with advanced didactical methods. The “Train the Trainer” modules shall for example further improve the transfer of knowledge. To be able to
impart the own know-how, the trainers must not only possess a comprehensive expert knowledge but also a good
knowledge of teaching and in education. The instructors in the DMSB Academy thus not only acquire the DMSB
instructor certificate, but also the trainer certificate issued
by the German Olympic Sports Confederation (DOSB).
Meanwhile, some of the Academy instructors form also
part of the faculty for the MBA programme “MBA Motorsport Management” at the University of Kaiserslautern.

DMSB ACADEMY
CONTACT ADDRESS

Moreover, other universities such as the EC Europa

Dr Julia Walter

Campus in Frankfurt and the Macromedia university of

Phone +49 69 633007-41

applied sciences in Hamburg cooperate with the DMSB

Email jwalter@dmsb-academy.de

Academy.

Deutscher Motor Sport Bund e.V.
Hahnstraße 70
60528 Frankfurt
Germany
www.dmsb-academy.de
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